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Abstract
Objective: In this article a comparison was
made between graphene (SPGE) and graphene
oxide screen-printed electrodes (SPGOE) to
study the bio-electrocatalytic reduction of
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by guinea grass
peroxidase (GGP). Methods and materials:
GGP was immobilized onto SPGE and
SPGOE by a drop-casting procedure.
Electrochemical techniques were carried out
to monitor the electrochemical behavior of
GGP and the efficiency of electrocatalytic
reduction of H2O2. Results and discussion:
GGP adsorbed on both electrodes exhibited a
couple of well-defined redox peaks at 120
mV/10.5 mV and 184 mV/59 mV for anodic
and cathodic peaks, respectively. Linearity
between scan rates root and oxidation and
reduction peak currents for both electrodes
suggest a surface-controlled process. The
GGP-modified electrodes exhibited a good
electrocatalytic activity to H2O2 reduction at a
redox potential of -0.6 V and -0.5 V for SPEG
and SPEGO, respectively. Conclusions:
SPGE and SPGOE electrodes modified with
GGP showed excellent analytical performance
towards different concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide. This is a preliminary step to
developing a bio-analytical portable system
based on GGP for the detection of H2O2 in real
environmental samples.

Keywords: Peroxidase, guinea grass,
hydrogen peroxide, screen-printed electrode,
graphene, graphene oxide.

Resumen
Objetivo: En este artículo se llevó a cabo una
comparación entre electrodos serigrafiados de
grafeno (ESG) y óxido de grafeno (ESOG)
para el estudio de la bio-reducción
electrocatalítica de peróxido de hidrógeno
(H2O2) usando la peroxidasa de pasto guinea
(PPG). Materiales y métodos: La PPG fue
inmovilizada en ESG y ESOG mediante un
procedimiento sencillo de adsorción. El
estudio del comportamiento electroquímico de
la PPG y la eficiencia en la reducción
electrocatalítica de H2O2 fue estudiada
mediante
técnicas
electroquímicas.
Resultados y discusión: La PPG adsorbida
sobre los dos electrodos mostró una pareja de
señales redox bien definidas a 120 mV/10.5
mV y 184 mV/59 mV para los picos anódicos
y catódicos respectivamente. La linealidad
existente entre la raíz cuadrada de la velocidad
de barrido y las corrientes de oxidación y
reducción sugieren la existencia de un proceso
controlado por difusión superficial. Los
electrodos modificados con la GGP mostraron
una buena actividad electrocatalítica en la
reducción del H2O2 con potenciales redox en 0.6 y -0.5 V para ESG y ESOG,
respectivamente. Conclusión: Los electrodos
ESG y ESOG modificados con la PPR
exhibieron un excelente desempeño analítico
hacia diferentes concentraciones de peróxido
de hidrógeno siendo esto un paso preliminar en
el desarrollo de novedosos sistemas bioanalíticos portables usando la PPG para la
detección de H2O2 en muestras de interés
ambiental o biomédico.
Palabras clave: Peroxidasa, pasto guinea,
peróxido
de
hidrógeno,
electrodos
serigrafiados, grafeno, óxido de grafeno.
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Introduction
H2O2 is a small molecule very soluble in water, rapidly degradable, and not bioaccumulable

[1]. It has many industrial applications as a bleaching agent in the pulp and paper industry, a
cleaner agent in hair dyeing among others [2–5]. When released into the environment, H2O2 is
broken down by biological and chemical processes to form water and oxygen, being harmful
to living organisms, and high reactivity in mediating redox reactions may affect aquatic
ecosystem functions [6]. On the other hand, excess H2O2 in the body is strongly correlated
with diseases such as arteriosclerosis, Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s [7,8,9]. Therefore, it is
critical to developing new analytical tools to determine peroxide in different environmental
or biomedical matrices.
Traditionally, the analytical methods for detecting H2O2 usually employ equipment that
measures permissible levels of peroxides. Among these methods are high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), thin-layer chromatography (TLC), and gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (CG-MS) [10–12]. Although these methods are effective due to their highly
sensitive and accurate detection, they suffer from disadvantages such as complex clean-up
process, multiple derivative operation steps, being time-consuming and expensive. Thus, a
simple and effective technique to analyze H2O2 in the natural environment is necessary.
Electrochemical biosensors are analytical tools whose detection principle is based on the
measurement of a current or voltage resulting from the electrochemical oxidation or reduction
of an electroactive species [13]. Traditionally, for hydrogen peroxide detection, most
electrochemical biosensors use peroxidases. Peroxidases (POD) are a class of oxidoreductases
enzymes that oxide amines and phenols by using H2O2 as oxidizing substrate. Horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) is the most used enzyme for constructing biosensors for the detection of
H2O2. However, HRP has a low tolerance to high concentrations of H2O2 and other peroxides
and shows limitations at extreme pH and high temperatures [14]. Therefore, there is a big
motivation to search for new sources of plant peroxidases grown in Colombian plantations.
Recently, a novel and high stable peroxidase from leaves of guinea grass (GGP) has been
purified [15]. GGP has been successfully used in the construction of biosensors to detect
environmental pollutants such as triclosan [16].
There are different kinds of nanomaterials used in the manufacture of electrochemical
biosensors, primarily those based on allotropic forms of carbon. Graphene is a 2D sheet of
carbon atoms hexagonally arranged and bonded by sp2 bonds. Electrochemically they are
attractive due to their excellent conductive properties and large surface area which makes
them candidates for developing novel sensors with improved properties in terms of accuracy,
detection limit, and fast response times [17–19]. On the other hand, graphene oxide (GO) can
be considered as a single graphene layer with various oxygen-containing functionalities such
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as epoxide, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups. In recent years, GO has been employed to fabricate
of electrochemical biosensors due to its unique properties like fast electron communication,
thermal conductivity, excellent surface chemistry and good biocompatibility [20, 21]. It is
well known that graphene and GO are nanostructures that create favorable microenvironments
for the immobilization of enzymes allowing the construction of biosensors for the detection
of glucose, hydrogen peroxide, and ethanol among others [22, 23]. For example, Huang et al.
developed a novel non-enzymatic sensor based on the reduction GO-persimmon tanninplatinum nanocomposite (RGO-PT-Pt) to detect hydrogen peroxide [24]. In a similar
approach, Lu et al. developed a miniaturized graphene array electrode decorated with Pt
nanoparticles to detect hydrogen peroxide and glucose [25]. A reduced GO antimony
nanocomposite was integrated with HRP to fabricate a biosensor for sensing H2O2,
voltammetric results revealed that the peak current of the modified electrode increased linearly
with increasing of H2O2 with a detection limit of 2.88 nM [26].
The study aims to evaluate the electrocatalytic reduction of hydrogen peroxide by the
immobilization of GGP on the surface of SPGE and SPGOE. A simple drop-casting procedure
allows us to immobilize the GGP on the surface of the screen-printed electrodes and detect
the heme Fe3+/2+ couple typical of the active site of most PODs. The electrocatalytic response
in the hydrogen peroxide reduction obtained by GGP adsorbed on both electrodes will allow
the construction of calibration curves in order to evaluate the analytical performance of the
modified screen-printed electrodes.

Materials and methods
Instrumentation
Electro-analytical measurements were performed with an Autolab PGSTAT101 device (Echo
Chemie, Utrecht, the Netherlands) run by the NOVA 1.10.1.9 software (Metrohm, Filderstadt,
Germany). Screen-printed carbon electrodes (L33 X W10 X H0.5 mm) modified with
graphene (SPGE, 110GPH) and graphene oxide (SPGOE, 110GPHOX) were obtained from
DropSens (Oviedo, Spain). These screen-printed electrodes (consisting of a working electrode
of 4 mm in diameter, a silver rod pseudo-reference electrode, and an auxiliary carbon
electrode) are disposable and are modified with graphene and a monolayer of GO,
respectively. The GGP-modified electrodes were fitted into a methacrylate electrochemical
cell of 5 mL of volume (DropSens, Oviedo, Spain). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments
were carried out at 27 °C in different solutions. Before each cyclic voltammetry experiment,
the solutions were freed of oxygen bubbles through degasification with N 2 and magnetic
stirring for 30 s.
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Partial purification and enzymatic activity of guinea grass peroxidase
Guinea grass (Panicum maximum) leaves were planted and cut from pastures located around
the Universidad Industrial de Santander (Bucaramanga) in Santander, Colombia. Leaves were
washed and extracted in 30 mM of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 8.0. The solution of
POD obtained was treated with a by-phase system of polyethylene glycol and ammonium
sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) to eliminate colored compounds. The aqueous phase containing GGP was
semi-purified by size-exclusion chromatography with a Sephadex G-75 column equilibrated
with a TRIS buffer 3mM pH 7.5. Finally, the fractions containing the POD were collected and
concentrated by ultracentrifugation. Enzymatic activity was measured by UV-vis
spectrophotometry following the oxidation of guaiacol 10 mM (ℇ470= 5200 M cm-1) in the
presence of H2O2 4 mM and 10 µL of the enzyme. Protein contents were determined by the
Bradford assay [27].

Immobilization of guinea grass peroxidase onto screen-printed graphene and graphene
oxide electrodes
Before use, bare electrodes were cleaned with ethanol and water and then dried thoroughly
under a nitrogen steam. Then, 5 µL of GGP solution were deposited on the surface of screenprinted electrodes and dried in air for about 10 h. Then, 2 µL of 0.5% Nafion was used to
cover the GGP film as a binder to avoid interferences and hold the film stably on the electrode
surface. After incubation at 4°C for 4 hours, the modified electrodes were gently rinsed with
phosphate buffer 10 mM pH 7.0 to remove GGP unbound.

Electrochemical studies of screen-printed electrodes unmodified and modified with guinea
grass peroxidase
CV measurements of modified and unmodified electrodes were performed in PBS 10 mM, pH
7.8, to evaluate the redox behavior of the GGP. CVs were used to study the electrocatalytic
activity of GGP towards the reduction of H2O2. CVs were carried out at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

Results
Table 1 shows the purification steps of GGP extract. After the elimination of pigments, GGPspecific activity was 200 U mg-1. An additional increase in the purification factor was
observed after exclusion chromatography and ultrafiltration with a specific activity of 320 and
430 U mg-1 respectively, in a good concordance with the previous results of Centeno et al.
[28].
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Table 1. Detailed partial purification results of Guinea grass peroxidase
Step
Initial extraction
Elimination of
pigments
Size-exclusion
chromatography
Ultrafiltration

Total volume
(ml)

Protein
(mg)

Total
activity (U)

Specific activity
(U mg-1)

Yield

Purification
fold

200

30

35950

176

100

1

120

16

24678

200

68

1.14

56

4

21980

320

61

1.81

37

2

18934

430

50

2.44

Source: Own source
CVs obtained from unmodified electrodes and GGP-modified electrodes in a PBS solution
(10 mM pH 7.8 and a scan rate of 50 mV/s) give us information about the intrinsic redox
process of GGP (Figure 1). A pair of well-defined redox peaks at 120 mV/10.5 mV are
observed at the GGP modified SPGE, and no redox peaks are obtained at the SPGE
unmodified electrode. Therefore, the redox peaks in Fig. 1A could be attributed to the heme
Fe3+/2+ couple of the immobilized GGP. Similar behavior was observed for SPGOE modified
with GGP (Fig. 1B), but the redox peak couple was obtained around 184 mV/59 mV for the
anodic and cathodic peaks, respectively.
Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of (A) bare SPGE and SPGE-GGP; (B) bare SPGOE and SPGOE-GGP in 10
mM phosphate buffer pH 7.8; scan rate 50 mV/s

Source: Own source
The formal potential (calculated as the average of the anodic and cathodic peak potentials)
of GGP was ca. 65 mV and 121mV for SPGE and SPGOE electrodes, respectively. These
dates are in good concordance with other heme Fe(III)/Fe(II) redox couple from plant PODs
[29–31] and indicate that the graphene and graphene oxide surfaces create an excellent
microenvironment for the immobilized enzyme and helps in better electron transfer between
enzyme and electrode. Moreover, the peak-to-peak separation (∆Ep) was greater than 56/n
mV (109 and 125 mV for SPGE and SPEGO at a scan rate of 50mV/s, respectively),
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suggesting the occurrence of a quasi-reversible direct electron transfer at the surface of
screen-printed electrodes modified with GGP.
The effect of scan rate on the response of GGP immobilized on SPGE and SPGOE could
provide information about reversibility of redox process. Figure 2 shows a linear dependence
between scan rate root (ʋ) and anodic and cathodic peaks and the linear regression equations
were ipa = 5.06ʋ+ 17.72 (R= 0.99), ipc = -0.75ʋ + 0.56 (R= 0.98) for SPGE-GGP and ipa =
4.85ʋ + 3.71 (R= 0.99), ipc = -6.59ʋ + 29.63 (R= 0.98), which indicated a typical surfacecontrolled quasi-reversible process of the electroactive species moving to the electrode
surface [32].
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms and scan rate root vs cathodic and anodic currents of (A) SPGE-GGP and
(B) SPGOE-GGP in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.8 at different scan rates (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 305,
400 mV/s).

Source: Own source
Electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 on bare and modified screen-printed electrodes with
peroxidase from guinea grass was monitored by a CV, as shown in Figure 3. There was no
catalytic activity on bare electrodes in the presence of H2O2. On the other hand, when H2O2
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was added into the electrochemical cell with SPGE and SPGOE modified electrodes, the
voltammograms showed a high reduction current peak at -0.6 V and -0.5 V, respectively.
This is attributed to the bio-electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 by the presence of GGP acting
as an efficient biocatalyst. Similar behavior was observed by Xu et al. [33] in reducing of
H2O2 at -0.4 V by hemoglobin adsorbed in quantum dots electrodes. Moyo et al. obtained a
redox potential of -0.5 V for H2O2 reduction by using HRP adsorbed onto a nano-biomaterial
composite modified glassy carbon electrode [11].
It is also evident that the electrocatalytic efficacy for reducing H2O2 on SPGE-GGP (Figure
3A) is driving a higher reduction current than on SPGOE-GGP (Figure 3B). These results
could demonstrate that SPGE displays better conductive properties and a large effective
surface facilitating a fast electron transfer.
Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of (A) bare SPGE and SPGE-GGP in the absence (magenta line) and
presence of H2O2 1 mM (black line); (B) bare SPGOE and SPGOE-GGP in the absence (red line) and presence
of H2O2 1 mM (black line); scan rate 50 mV/s.

Source: Own source
As with many other plant PODs and according to previous reports [34], the mechanism by
which the GGP immobilized on the electrodes can reduce the hydrogen peroxide can be
described by the following scheme:

𝐺𝐺𝑃 − 𝐹𝑒 𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻2 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐼 (𝐹𝑒 𝐼𝑉 = 𝑂) + 𝐻2 𝑂

(1)

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐼 (𝐹𝑒 𝐼𝑉 = 𝑂) + 𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐼𝐼

(2)

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐼𝐼 + 𝑒 − → 𝐺𝐺𝑃 − 𝐹𝑒 𝐼𝐼𝐼

(3)
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After reacting with H2O2, the FeIII from heme group of GGP immobilized on the SPGE and
SPGOE electrodes was oxidized to form compound I Equation 1, which contains a ferryl ion
weakly spin-coupled to a porphyrin -cation radical. Compound I obtain one electron from
the electrode to form compound II, equation 2. Finally, compound II is reduced back to GGP
native form by taking one electron from the surface electrode, as is shown in Equation 3
[35,36].
The reduction of current dependence at different concentrations of H2O2 on the SPGE and
SPGOE modified electrodes was evaluated using CVs measurements. Figure 4 displays
different CVs in H2O2 concentrations between 0.1 to 4 mM for both electrodes.

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms and calibration curves of (A) SPGE-GGP (0.1 (dark yellow); 0.5
(magenta); 1 (blue); 2 (dark cyan), 3(red), and 4 (black) mM); and (B) SPGOE-GGP (0.1 (black); 0.5 (red); 1
(blue); 2 (dark cyan); 3 (magenta), and 4 (dark cyan) mM) at different concentrations of H2O2 scan rate 50
mV/s. (All measurements were made in triplicate and averaged)

Source: Own source
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A linear response range of both modified electrodes towards different H2O2 concentrations
was from 100 µM to 4 mM, and the linear equation regression where I = 6.29[H2O2] + 32.15
and I = 7.34[H2O2] + 19.54, with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 and 0.99 for SPGE-GGP
and SPGOE-GGP, respectively.
The limits of detection (LODs) were calculated based on the concept given by the
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) (C LOD = 3.3Sb/m, where Sb is
the standard deviation of the blank and m the slope of the calibration curve) [33]. Sensitivities
were calculated from the slope of the calibration curve obtained from current (µA) versus
H2O2 concentration (mM) (Figure 4).
From Table 2, higher sensitivity was exhibited with the SPGE-GGP electrode, but when
comparing the values of LOD, it can be observed that the lowest LOD was achieved with
SPGOE-GGP.
Table 2. Calculated values of analytical parameters of graphene and graphene oxide screen printed
electrodes modified with guinea grass peroxidase (n=3).
Modified electrode
SPGE-GGP
SGOE-GGP

LOD
(mM)
0.1690.05
0.1440.06

Sensitivity
(µA/mM)
6.290.03
7.340.07

Source: Own source
According to these results, these two electrode configurations can be used to determine
hydrogen peroxide in real samples.

Conclusions
This study is based on comparing bio-electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 by screen-printed
graphene and graphene oxide electrodes modified with guinea grass peroxidase (Panicum
maximum). Both electrodes displayed a pair of well-redox peaks and an excellent efficiency
reducing H2O2, although SPGE-GGP exhibited a higher electrocatalytic activity. Both
electrodes exhibited a good performance towards H2O2 determination with a broader linearity
range. SPGOE-GGP displayed a better LOD than SPGE, but SPGE-GGP obtained a higher
sensitivity result. Further research with these novel electrodes integrating the high stable
GGP will provide new bio-analytical tools for rapid and accurate detection of H2O2 in
biomedical and environmental samples.
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